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We can cut material to sizes other
than our standard sheet sizes
upon request.

Emkay's horizontal band saw cuts Rohacell® sheets down 
to any thickness required from 1mm plus, achieving a guaranteed +/- 0.5mm tolerance.

Horizontal Band Saw

Circular Saw

The circular saw cutting plant cuts 
Rohacell® down to: 

2500x1250mm
1250x1250mm
1250x625mmSanding Plant

Our Sanding plant guarantees a tolerance of =/+ 0.5mm but on request can achieve a
tolerance exceeding 0.05mm. All tight tolerance part go through QA Inspection.



CNC Machine

Heat Treatment

Laser Machine

Using our laser cutting machine we are able to cut a range of materials into tiles, strips
and complex 2D shapes with a guaranteed tolerance of +/- 0.1mm and maximum
thickness of 40mm.

We offer a range of 3-5 Axis CNC machining capabilities available per request,
achieving a tolerance of 0.02mm. We can offer a bedsize upto 2.6 x 1.5 x 1.0m.

We can offer a range of heat treated materials supplying all HT sheets in
sealed and out-time recorded aluminium bags.
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Product Grade Application Industry Curing 
Temperature Special Properties

IG-IGF Medical, Sports equipment, Automotive, 
Aerospace, Electronics, Marine, Model making.

130 °C ROHACELL® IG and ROHACELL® IG-F are particularly suitable for prepreg processing, but can also be used in, for 
example, resin infusion and RTM processes up to temperatures of 130°C and pressures of 0.3 MPa.

WF Aerospace, Radomes, Automotive 180 °C ROHACELL® WF has been designed for use primarily in aerospace applications. It is therefore highly suited for 
autoclave prepreg processing and all typical resin infusion processes.

WF-HT Aerospace, radomes and automotive 180 °C See WF. After heat treatment, ROHACELL® WF can even tolerate curing temperatures of 180°C at a pressure of 0.7 
MPa.

RIMA Aerospace, sports equipment 180 °C The cell structure of ROHACELL® RIMA has been specially designed to ensure the minimum possible uptake of resin.

HF Antenna Radomes and Hospital Equipment 130 °C With its extremely low dielectric constants and particularly favourable transmission properties in the high frequency 
region, ROHACELL® HF has been specially designed for antenna applications.

XT Aerospace 190 °C

XT-HT Aerospace

SL Sports equipment 180 °C

RIST - HT Aerospace 180 °C RIST-HT is specially developed ROHACELL® RIST for use as a structural core in connection with vacuum infusion 
processes. 

S Aerospace, Railway, Marine 130 °C ROHACELL® S rigid foam is self-extinguishing and is particularly suitable for applications in railway industry and water 
craft construction, as well as in the aerospace industry.

EC 180 °C

HERO Aerospace 180 °C Innovative ROHACELL® HERO delivers the latest in materials technology for composite aircraft structures that are 
lightweight, durable over their lifetime and less expensive to produce. Offering excellent elongation at break properties, 

ROHACELL®HERO remains robust and durable for the lifetime of the aircraft.

A Aerospace 130 °C

ROHACELL® XT is a rigid foam for aeronautic and aerospace applications. Of all ROHACELL® grades, it is the 
one best suited for the most demanding process conditions: It can take curing temperatures as high as 180°C and 
pressures as high as 0.45 MPa.These extreme properties make ROHACELL® XT the ideal foam for use with BMI 

resins, among other materials. 

See XT. . After heat treatment, ROHACELL® XT-HT can even be used at temperatures of 190°C and a pressure of 
0.7 MPa. Temperatures of up to 240°C are possible in a pressureless post-cure process, too. These extreme 

properties make ROHACELL® XT the ideal foam for use with BMI resins, among other materials. 

Materials below available upon request. Please contact us directly

ROHACELL® SL is a winning choice when it comes to structural core material for today's lightweight and high 
performing sports and leisure equipment. A fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP) sandwich construction with ROHACELL® 
SL at the core can deliver an ideal solution. It provides excellent bending stiffness and strength, and stabilization of 

the very thin FRP sheets that face extreme external forces.

ROHACELL® EC is a conductive, closed-cell foam specifically designed for stealth applications, including use in stealth 
aircraft and electromagnetic shielding. 

This grade features all the exceptional thermomechanical properties and strength-to-weight ratios found in traditional 
ROHACELL® foam, but provides the added benefits of superior dielectric properties and absorption of electromagnetic 

waves at radar frequencies. 

The mechanical and thermal properties of ROHACELL® A match those of the standard material ROHACELL® IG. But 
thanks to stringent quality control and the availability of the extensive documentation required for aircraft construction—we 

meet, for example, MIL and CMS specifications—ROHACELL® A can also be used in this area, too. Our material 
specification sheet is delivered along with the material. s and absorption of electromagnetic waves at radar frequencies. 
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